We present a new approach for predicting solvation free energies in non-aqueous solvents. Utilizing the corresponding states principle, we estimate solvent LennardJones parameters directly from their critical points. Combined with atomic solutes and pressure corrected three-dimensional reference interaction site model (3D-RISM/PC+), the model gives accurate predictions for a wide range of non-polar solvents, including olive oil. The results, obtained without electrostatic interactions and with a very coarse-grained solvent provide an interesting alternative to widely used and heavily parametrized models.
Introduction
Solvation free energy is one of the key molecular properties, related to partition coefficients, solubilities, and chemical reactivity [1] [2] [3] . Its practical applications in both bioscience and industry have stimulated research in the field for many years 4, 5 . Generally, the more sophisticated a representation of a solvent is, the more accurate solvation free energies one can obtain, at the cost of speed 6 . However, for many solvents, one often can get reliable results using relatively simple implicit solvent models [7] [8] [9] [10] . Still, the dependence of solvation free energy on temperature, concentration, co-solvent effects and other variables cannot be obtained purely from implicit continuum models, and require at least a coarse-grained description of solvent. After many efforts directed at improving the performance of existing force fields and charge schemes in aqueous systems, we know that molecular dynamics (MD) simulations can predict hydration free energies of various compounds in water quite well 11, 12 . At the same time, a recent study suggests that molecular simulations with generic force fields are incapable of predicting solvation thermodynamics in non-aqueous systems with comparable accuracy.
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. A few studies that have shown promising results relied on specifically parametrized force fields, which in general require a lot of effort to develop [14] [15] [16] .
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The three-dimensional reference interaction model (3D-RISM) describes solvation in terms of solute-solvent and solvent-solvent correlation functions. This allows one to rapidly calculate a number of solvation phenomena as irrelevant degrees of freedom are averaged out 1 . Recently, it was shown to predict solvation free energies in water with the same accuracy as MD 17, 18 . Despite that, the extension of this method to non-aqueous solvents is difficult due to the convergence issues frequently encountered for solvents with a large number of atoms, as well as the previously mentioned lack of reliable force fields.
In this Article, we propose a method for estimation of solvation free energies in nonpolar or weakly polar liquids. Various solvents are approximated as Lennard-Jones spheres or chains, with parameters deduced from their experimental critical points. This makes the presented method applicable to any liquid with known critical parameters and also solves numerical problems frequently encountered in 3D-RISM calculations. We demonstrate the utility of our approach by using it to predict solvation free energies in a variety of pure solvents and also, in olive oil. The model predictions are compared to experimental measurements: for apolar solvents root mean square error is around 1 kcal/mol.
Models

Solvents
According to the corresponding states principle, reduced critical temperature
and reduced critical density
are constants for all classical fluids with orientation independent interaction potentials 19, 20 .
Here k is Boltzmann constant, T c and ρ c are critical temperature and density, σ is effective 3 particle diameter and ǫ is a constant that determines the strength of intramolecular interactions. This principle can be further extended to non-spherical molecules by assuming T This idea has been used by a number of authors to construct coarse-grained models of real fluids and estimate their properties at a wide range of conditions [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . Most of them came to the conclusion that with the exception of a few simple fluids such as argon, nitrogen, or methane, the majority of the real fluids cannot be adequately described by just two simple parameters and require either additional fittings or more complicated interaction potentials.
However, a precise description of solvent behaviour and phase diagram is frequently not necessary for an accurate estimation of solvation free energy, as can be seen by a number of successful implicit solvation models 7, 10 . Statistical mechanics analysis of solvation shows that the free energy of the process does not include contributions due to the solvent reorganization and only depends on the solute-solvent interaction energy and its fluctuations [32] [33] [34] . Therefore, one would expect that a coarse-grained model of solvent that captured the key solute-solvent interactions would be sufficient to obtain a reliable estimate.
Here we test the simplest solvent models that contain no fitted parameters. Liquids were approximated as spheres interacting via conventional Lennard-Jones potential:
To obtain potential parameters, we used equations 1 and 2 as well as critical values for Lennard-Jones All-atom :
where n(C) is the number of carbons in the linear alkane. m = 3 for heptane and m = 4 for decane follow directly from the equation. We also assumed that m = 2 would be a reasonable choice for isooctane. The σ and ǫ parameters for chain beads were similarly obtained using We were also interested in applying this approach to solvent mixtures. Unfortunately, we couldn't find a collection of systematic measurements of solvation free energies (or any related quantities) for mixtures of the solvents listed in Table 1 . The closest analogue we could find, for which plenty of experimental data is available, was olive oil.
The major components of olive oil are triglyceride esters of various fatty acids, with exact composition dependent on the cultivar, region and the time of harvest 42, 43 . Experimental studies containing olive oil-gas partition coefficients often do not measure the precise composition of employed olive oil [44] [45] [46] . Here we assumed that all the experimental measurements were performed in the oil produced from Picual cultivar, one of the most popular varieties in the world
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. It contains 15% of saturated fatty acids (mostly palmitic acid), 81% of monounsaturated fatty acids (mostly oleic acid) and 4% of polyunsaturated acids (mainly linoleic acid)
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. We approximated olive oil as a mixture of three 6-mer Lennard-Jones chains, representing fatty acid esters found in an olive oil. The number of beads was again motivated by equation 4. We did not model whole triglycerides (3 fatty acids linked by glycerol) as there are no critical parameters for these type of molecule as well as the convergence of such liquids in 1D-RISM (and obtaining their site-site radial distributions in MD) is rather problematic. The critical parameters for chains were interpolated from the available literature data:
T * c,LJC6 = 2.486, ρ * c,LJC6 = 0.03837 (details are provided in the supporting information). The Lennard-Jones parameters for the beads were obtained using equations 1 and 2. The critical density for the esters was assumed to be the same as the critical density of the corresponding acids. However, one would expect esters found in oil to be less polar than their acid analogues, making fatty acid bulk critical temperatures a poor choice for computing Lennard-Jones ǫ. Using Joback's group contribution method 49 , we calculated the change in critical temperature occurring when a carboxylic group is substituted with ester and added the difference to the critical temperatures of pure acids. Critical parameters for palmitic, oleic and linoleic acids were taken from Ref. 36 . The final Lennard-Jones parameters and composition of the model olive oil is given in Table 2 .
Solutes and solvation
We approximated solutes as rigid molecules with non-bonded parameters described using the OPLS-2005 force field 50 . We note that the partial charges on solutes were unnecessary as solvents were neutral.
The solvation free energy was evaluated using a recently developed, pressure corrected 3D-RISM free energy functional: 3D-RISM/PC+ 18, 51 , previously referred to as 3D-RISM/ISc
This computation method has been successfully used to predict hydration free energies of a variety of compounds at different temperatures 14, 17, 18 . The resulting free energies were close to those obtained with thermodynamic integration, at minimal computational cost. Our group maintains a script to simplify solvation free energy computations using this model at https://github.com/MTS-Strathclyde/PC_plus.
The details and derivation of the pressure correction (PC+), and 3D-RISM in general have been described in a number of previous publications and will be only briefly summarized here 1, 51, 52 . The distribution of solvent density around solute in 3D-RISM is obtained by iteratively solving Ornstein-Zernike-like equation:
where subscripts α and β denote indexes of sites in solvent molecule, n s is the total number of sites in solvent molecule, h α is the total correlation function, c α is the direct correlation function, and the star * denotes convolution 1, 18 . Solvent susceptibility functions are given by χ αβ (r) = ω αβ (r) + ρ β h αβ (r), where ω is the bulk solvent intramolecular correlation function and h αβ is the bulk solvent total correlation function, both obtained from a preliminary 9 1D-RISM computation.
To solve the above equation, it must be coupled with an appropriate approximate closure.
One of the better-studied approximations is called hypernetted-chain closure
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, or HNC
where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, and u α is the potential energy between solute and solvent site α, provided as an input. The exponentiation in HNC closure can sometimes lead to poor convergence. Often, much better convergence can be achieved using its partial series expansion (PSE). Expansion up to the third term (PSE-3) often shows good agreement with HNC
18,54
and we included results obtained with PSE-3 in the supporting information.
Equations 5 and 6 are solved iteratively until both c and h converge to a given threshold.
The solvation free energy is then obtained from
The above expression, while exact in HNC framework, overestimates solvation free energies of non-polar species. It has been speculated 51 that this overestimation is largely due to incorrect solvent pressure in HNC, which is also much larger than experimental.
In pressure corrected model (PC+), the solvation free energy is given by
where ρ is solvent density and ∆V is solute partial molar volume, also obtained from 3D-RISM. The pressure, P 3D−RISM , is computed using the following equation
where theĉ αβ (k = 0) is the integral of the solvent-solvent direct correlation function.
The extra ideal gas expansion work, ρkT ∆V , which is added alongside −P 3D−RISM ∆V in equation 8, has been somewhat controversial as it cannot be explained purely by theory
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.
However, for water, it was shown to significantly improve results and thus, we kept it for non-aqueous solvents as well 17, 18 . We have also computed all our results without this term, but it should be noted that it actually does not make that much of a difference, as liquids studied in this Article have low densities (for comparison, PC results are provided in the Supporting information).
Calculation details
The optimized geometries of solutes in pure solvents were taken from the Minnesota solvation database 7, 55 , in which all values are reported for standard temperature and pressure 3D-RISM calculations were performed using the rism3d.snglpnt program from AmberTools 15 package [63] [64] [65] . Similarly to our setup in a previous publication
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, the grid spacing was set to 0.5 Å, the buffer to 25 Å, and tolerance to 1 × 10
. Solvent susceptibility functions (density-density correlations of bulk solvent) required for running 3D-RISM were generated using the rism1d program, which is also included in AmberTools 15 package. Both 1D-RISM and 3D-RISM calculations were performed using HNC closure. Pure solvent densities at 298 K were taken from Ref. 36 . For olive oil, the density at 310 K was computed using an interpolation relationship
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. The 1D-RISM equations were solved using HNC closure, with tolerance set to 1 × 10
and grid spacing to 0.025 Å. As all particles were electrically neutral, setting dielectric constant was not necessary.
Results and Discussion
A comparison between predicted and experimental solvation free energies is presented in Table 3 . This table contains the main results of this Article. Examining accuracies across the solvents, one can see a clear correlation between the validity of assumptions used in the corresponding state principle, and the accuracy of 3D-RISM/PC+ predictions for a given solvent. We split all studied solvents into polar and apolar groups based on their polarity and the ability to specifically interact with the solutes. Solvation free energy in apolar compounds is predicted with 1.1 kcal/mol accuracy (omitting single sphere model results for isooctane, heptane, and decane). If one doesn't take into account olive oil, which has an uncertain composition and was approximated rather crudely, the root means squared error drops to 0.98 kcal/mol.
Using a single Lennard-Jones sphere to model solvent molecules, the most accurate predictions were obtained for carbon tetrachloride and carbon disulfide. Both of these compounds have only small orientational correlations 67, 68 and can be approximated by the spherical Lennard-Jones potential quite well. At the same time, the assumption that n-decane is orientationally averaged at room temperature is clearly too optimistic. The single sphere approximation for this solvent results in the largest root mean square error among all tested apolar compounds. On the other hand, when n-decane is approximated as a Lennard-Jones chain composed of 4 units, the error in solvation free energy predictions drops by almost a 1 kcal/mol. A similar, but not quite so dramatic effects are observed for n-heptane and isooctane. These findings suggest that using appropriate reference fluids for other solvents might improve results even further. The fact that solvation free energies are quite inaccurately predicted for benzene solvent is somewhat surprising. Due to its high symmetry, benzene might be expected to be relatively well represented using single sphere approximation. However, it should be noted that benzene among all present aromatic compounds has the highest melting point and a diffraction pattern that resembles that of a crystalline solid
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. Its comparison with toluene reveals that it is more structured liquid between the two and has more significant π-π interactions 70 . We believe that these results indicate that benzene cannot be successfully treated as a simple apolar liquid.
The accuracy of solvation free energy predictions in olive oil is rather remarkable, considering how simple the model is. The predictions are only slightly less accurate in benzene, mostly due to the large, negative bias. We suspect that the primary source of this bias might be the fact that in our model individual fatty acids are not connected via glycerol, making cavity creation in the oil slightly easier than it actually is. Overall, these results show that PC+ can be used to estimate solvation free energy of molecules in mixtures, and might be used to study, for example, the effect of cosolvents on partition coefficients and activities.
The error of predictions for polar compounds is almost two times larger. This is not surprising, as all of these solvents usually interact with the solute in a very oriented way, making a reference liquid of symmetric Lennard-Jones spheres a poor choice.
Although none of the polar solvents studied here is a good hydrogen bond donor, all of them except chloroform can accept hydrogen bonds. Thus, compounds that can donate hydrogen bonds, particularly compounds donating multiple hydrogen bonds, are the largest outliers among all of the polar solvents studied here. The difference between ∆G P C+ and experimental solvation free energy in all polar solvents, plotted against solutes dipole moment, as estimated using PM6.
Unlike hydrogen bonds, the dipole moment of the solute was only weakly correlated with an error in polar solvents. The correlation between the error in predicted solvation free energy and dipole moment, is shown in figure 3 . This suggests that the major problem in our description of solvation in polar solvents was unrelated to the absence of solute polarity, but was rather related to the poor description of the solvents themselves. Thus, potentially, these results might be greatly improved simply by adjusting Lennard-Jones parameters of polar solvents or introducing a small solvent dipole.
We believe that the success of the presented approach is related to the fact that equations solvents. However, all of them were obtained using heavy parametrization and their accuracy is often reported on solutes similar or identical to those they were trained on. Furthermore, they must be reparameterized for new solvent systems. Thus, whenever one deals with uncommon solvents or conditions, the model presented here might be a sensible choice.
Additionally, the present concept is very simplified and can be easily extended using better reference liquids and modifications of equations 1 and 2.
Conclusion
To summarize, we present a general method for computing solvation free energies in apolar solvents. Approximating solvents as Lennard-Jones spheres and using atomistic solute models, we managed to obtain solvation free energies with 1 kcal/mol accuracy for a broad range of compounds. Parameters for solvents were obtained from their critical points using the corresponding state principle. The method was not only successful for pure solvents but worked relatively accurately for mixtures.
This work warrants a number of future investigations. The 3D-RISM model in which solvent is approximated as a single particle is equivalent to molecular density functional theory in homogeneous reference fluid approximation (MDFT/HRF)
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. Thus, we believe that this approach can be also applied in classical density functional theories that can readily describe solvents containing dipoles or polarizable charges
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. Additionally, we expect that the reliability of estimated parameters can be also improved by using polyatomic reference fluids as well as more complicated extensions of the corresponding state principle. Finally, it would be interesting to investigate the properties of the obtained solvent models using molecular dynamics simulations. We plan to address these questions in our future works.
